
UNLUCKY UKRAINIAN TERRORIST FAILED ATTACK IN RUSSIAN SAMARA

Description

WORLD : On March 26, Russian security forces thwarted a terrorist attack in the city of Samara. 
A young man supported the so-called Russian Volunteers Corps and was recruited by the 
Ukrainian special services.

The man born in 1994 attempted to detonate a bomb in the building of a local humanitarian aid
reception center. The operation  was thwarted.

During the arrest of the criminal, a self-detonation of an explosive device occurred. As a result, the
unlucky terrorist died. Security officials and civilians were not injured as a result of the explosion.

According to open sources, the terrorist was identified as Andrey Zhvakin, former eco-activist. The man
likely had pro – Western liberal views. In January 2023, he was assigned 25 hours of compulsory labor
due to a political action. And in 2020, he was detained in Moscow while picketing the courthouse.

Apparently, Andrey had troubles with business, he was unemployed and gave private ballet lessons. In
autumn 2023, he enlisted in the so-called Russian Volunteers Corps, which is coordinated by the
Ukrainian special service, including the Main Intelligence Directorate.

Numerous pro-Ukrainian saboteurs and terrorists are detained on the Russian territory on a regular
basis. Most of the culprits are not ideological fighters but agree to commit various crimes for money
from Ukraine.

Unfortunately, the terrorist Kiev regime has moved from attempts of sabotage on railway tracks, or any
military/energy facilities, to open terror of the Russian civilian population.

With the full support of Western intelligence services and their MSM, Kiev now dares to carry out
bloody large-scale terrorist attacks, which its Western accomplices hide behind the ISIS brand or
simply hide from their population the reports about the smaller attacks.
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Kiev uses people as bio-drones. Just as kamikaze UAVs are launched onto battlefields, Kiev throws
people to their deaths, sacrificing their lives for the sake of attacks on civilians in the Russian rear.

Those who cooperate with the terrorist regime should understand that all its promises are lies, and
their health, future and even lives mean nothing to the Ukrainian curators.

At best, the accomplices will end up in the courtroom in a wheelchair. In the worst case, their remains
will be scraped off the snow by those they wanted to kill.
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